Public’s help needed to find kidnapped toddler, homicide suspect

Statement of Alderman Cavalier Johnson
March 13, 2019

I am asking members of the public to please help locate two-year-old Noelani Robinson who was last seen in Milwaukee on Monday, March 11, and is considered to be in danger. An Amber Alert has been issued for Noelani, who was last seen with 33-year-old Dariaz L. Higgins.

Milwaukee Police have identified Higgins as the person of interest in Noelani’s abduction. The suspect, also known as Dariaz Taylor or Dariaz Lewis, was seen driving a 2014 black Cadillac with Florida license plate HVCZ95. He is also the suspect in a double shooting and homicide that took place Monday afternoon in the 2nd District near N. 91st St. and W. Mill Rd.

Higgins is armed and dangerous and anyone with direct information about him is urged to contact 911 immediately and not make any contact with him. Anyone with tips or information in the case should contact MPD immediately at 414-935-7022.
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